
Title-The significance of the Western Front 
for experiments in surgery and medicine

Why did doctors/surgeons have to 
improvise on the battlefield?

Why are events/people classed as 
significant and not just good?

Why was it so difficult to treat soldiers in 
wartime?

Challenge-think of three important 
medical discoveries, explain why they 

are so important.



Subtitle- new techniques in the treatment of wounds & 
infection (pg 165)

Gas 
Gangrene Wound excision/

debridement

Amputation Carrel-Dakin 
method



Thomas Splint  pg 166&167
Complete the missing words



Mobile X-Ray units
(match the pictures to the captions)



Blood Transfusions pg 169
Q1- Who pioneered blood transfusions on the Western front? Where was he based?

Q2-How did the blood get from the donor to the patient?

Q3-What could happen to soldiers if they lost too much blood?

Q4-By 1917 where were blood transfusions happening? 

Q5-Who designed a portable blood transfusion kit?

Q6-What did they need to keep blood fresh?

Q7-What did Keynes add to blood bottles?

Challenge

Q1-Why was blood so vital?

Q2-What methods are used today in the blood donor service?



Blood Bank at Cambrai
(complete the cartoon strip)



Head injuries & Brain Surgery (pg170)

Head injuries & 
Brain surgery

Why were head 
wounds common?

3 reason Brain injuries 
were likely to be fatal 
at the start of the war
•
•
•

Harvey 
Cushing & 
Brain surgery

Difference 
between general 
& local 
anaesthetic

Survival rate



Plastic Surgery pg 171 & 173

Complete the chronology activity & then the questions
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